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Hello Family and Friends: 

...another Sunday... 

...and... 

...some Stuff that Seemed Interesting at the Time... 

All the best… 

Don 
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OBAMA FOR PRESIDENT – WHAT WHERE THEY THINKING STUFF 

Okay, I think I finally understand why some folks – actually around 47% of the country 
according to the latest polls – want to elect Barack Hussein Obama – the savior of socialism – as 
President of the United States of America. 

They want “change.” 

They don’t like the war. They want “change.” 

They don’t like the high price of gas.  They want “change.” 

They don’t like the fact that some folks have more “stuff” than others.  They want “change.” 

You know, I understand this.  If things aren’t going the way you personally want them you will 
vote for someone who offers you a “change” from the status quo. 

Yet, shouldn’t there be some substance in the change?   

I guarantee you all those folks who drank the kool-aid with Jim Jones in Guyana wanted change 
– there weren’t happy with the status quo either.  Well, they got change. 

Now we have a charismatic individual who represents 
the first real chance for a perpetually oppressed (ED: at 
least according to the “Reverends” Jackson and 
Sharpton) minority to elect “one of their own” to the 
land’s highest office.   

If this was anybody like Colin Powell or Bill Cosby – both 
folks of whom I admire greatly and just happen to be 
descended from African heritage – I would applaud the 
situation as one that could only happen in this great 
country.  This country could use a President who has 
African-American heritage. 

Although, if we did have a President of Africa-American 
heritage the “Reverends” Jackson and Sharpton would 
be out of business.  They could no longer rant about the 
“oppression” the Blacks experience in this country (ED: 
although, just out of curiosity, why do all the folks who 
come from other countries seem to feel like they can 
get ahead – and do – but it isn’t possible for domestic Blacks? At least according to the 
“Reverends” Jackson and Sharpton – again, from my perspective the greatest bigots of our age. 

Ahhh, but I digress. 

However, we don’t have an admirable, knowledgeable, experienced candidate in the persona 
of Barack Hussein Obama – the savior of socialism. 
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We simply have a good speaker who is touting “change” without substance and so many 
uninformed folks are forfeiting any serious examination of his qualifications simply to embrace 
“change” from the status quo. 

There are some facts we must embrace: 

 Nobody wants war 

 Nobody wants high gas prices 

 Everybody wants what everybody else has 

Let’s examine these a bit. 

Nobody Wants War 

The fact is folks – nobody likes war.  However, we have millions of radial Muslims on this planet 
who have taken their Koran literally when it comes to subjugating the entire planet to Islamic 
law.   

They can’t be negotiated with, they can’t be contained.   

Yes, they will gladly fly an airliner into a 
skyscraper killing thousands.  Yes, they will 
gladly strap bombs onto their person and walk 
into a crowded restaurant and blow 
themselves up.  Yes, they will calculably lie to 
you in order to further their cause (ED: please 
take note Barack Hussein Obama – the savior 
of socialism – who wants to “sit down” with 
these animals.  NOTE: my apologies to 
animals, even they don’t do anything as horrid 
as these monsters). 

Saddam Hussein declared war on America 
when he offered $50,000 to every suicide 
bombers family who was successful in killing 
Americans.  That is an act of war, period.  He is 
no longer able to do so – one small step 
towards stopping radical Muslims.   

The Taliban openly provided trained terrorists 
to attack America.  Their top echelon has been 

badly damaged through death or capture and their ability to strike America – though still great 
– has been measurably reduced. 

War is awful.  Unfortunately, it takes the very best of a generation in order to protect the 
interests of the less than best – that is a fact.   

Realize this my friends, this country would not exist without war against tyranny.  This country 
would not exist without war against slavery.  This country would not exist with war against 
Fascism.  This country would not exist without a cold war against communism. 
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Radical Islamists want to kill you and I and they can’t be negotiated with.  That alone should 
disqualify Barack Hussein Obama – the savior of socialism – as a candidate.  When will the 
lessons of Chamberlain and how Hitler played him like a violin be truly understood by the 
American Left? 

Nobody Wants High Gas Prices 

Nobody likes the high price of gas.  However, where does this high price of gas come from? 

Okay class, can anybody describe the economic 
law of supply and demand?  You, Bubba, in the 
corner, can you explain it?  

What did you say? 

“Well, when there are more folks that want to buy 
pigs than there are available pigs then the price of 
pigs goes up?”   

Excellent, you can go back to sleep now. 

With the continuing constraints of the Liberal 
“tree huggers” – who also happen to control 
Congress in the form of “I don’t have time for 
facts” Pelosi - we are forcing our domestic oil 
companies to drill less within the U.S. and buy 
more from overseas.  Today we import more than 
60% of our oil with domestic production being 
40% – just a few short years ago those numbers 
were reversed. 

Therefore we have less domestic supply. 

Additionally, with the increase of China’s economy 
the demand for oil is increasing significantly and 
that further increases the cost of foreign oil that we want to buy.   

Let me repeat that folks, China’s oil consumption DOUBLED in the past five years and will rise 
25% again by 2012.  There is going to be a worldwide competition for oil, period.  So, 
conservation will help but will not solve the problem because everything we conserve China will 
buy up. 

Don’t believe me, let’s take a look at a simple correlation between China’s oil deficit and U.S. 
gas prices.  Yep, folks I have a Statistics minor – but it doesn’t take an exhaustive Regression 
analysis to see there is either a remarkable coincidence or a real cause and effect. 
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Yes, there are other factors driving U.S. oil prices – but the fact is that we will be competing 
against China for oil for the foreseeable future. 

With that in mind and from my own personal perspective, we have several imperatives that 
MUST be tackled simultaneously – at minimum: 

 We need to continue drilling and using U.S. natural reserves – this is a “stop gap” measure 
for the next several decades as we explore points 3 and 4. 

 We need to ensure that our source of foreign oil is protected – folks don’t like to hear this 
but it is an unfortunate fact.  If the Saudi’s turned off the spigot today the industrial world 
would go into economic ruin. 

 We need to dramatically improve gas mileage of cars and place consumption taxes for those 
folks who don’t require a large vehicle but elect to drive one anyways.  ED: Living in Atlanta I 
see more Hummers/capita than any other state in the country.  I’m willing to bet that less 
than 10% ever see a dirt road much less an off-road landscape.  If you are a contractor who 
must transport supplies to the job site – buy a “big boy.”  However, if you are a soccer Mom 
with two children – and you really really really want to drive a Hummer then you should be 
taxed accordingly.  This is starting to sound like the consumption portion of the Fair Tax 
program that is being pushed by Neal Boortz, right? 

 Finally, YES! We need to develop alternative sources of energy for transportation.  Yes, 
electric cars are great but if we don’t start building nuclear power plants we are attempting 
to charge those batteries with electricity generated from petroleum.  We need to have 
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nuclear energy in this country.  I reiterate from a few weeks ago if the French can 
successfully deploy nuclear energy are you telling me we incapable of doing it better? 

We do use a lot of energy – it is a fact.  We must do a better job of conserving and using it – but 
not at the short-term collapse of our economy! 

Everybody Wants What Everybody Else Has 

Okay, now let’s turn our attention 
to what Barack Hussein Obama – 
the savior of socialism – calls the 
“poverty of ambition.”  You know, 
driving nice cars, wearing nice 
clothes, and oh yea driving with 
poorly inflated tires.   

As a Socialist (ED: and please my 
Liberal friends don’t even 
attempt to tell me he isn’t, lets 
agree that he is a flaming 
Socialist, emerging Marxist, 
fledgling Communist and go on  
from there), Barack Hussein 
Obama – the savior of socialism – 
wants to take the income of those 
who make it and distribute it to those who don’t.  This is the very definition of socialism and 
was touted in “The Communist Manifesto” by Friedrich Engels and Karl Marx (ED: which we will 
address a little bit later in this week’s “Stuff”).  

So, if you don’t work but want “stuff” given to you then vote for Barack Hussein Obama – the 
savior of socialism. 

However, if you do work and would like to keep as much of your “stuff” as possible then vote 
for McCain. 

That simple folks. 

 Don’t like war – sorry, we will be at war until radical Islam is eradicated from the planet. 

 Don’t like high gas prices – pay attention to the imperatives I laid out above 

 Don’t like to work for a living – vote Democrat and let them bleed the wealthy until they 
either don’t have any more “stuff” to take or don’t want to invest in businesses that create 
employment.  Be aware though that when that happens everyone will have to work in a 
field to grow the basic necessities to keep from starving. 

I am dumbfounded that any American would actually consider Barack Hussein Obama – the 
savior of socialism – for Community Organizer much less President. 
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U.S. ENERGY FLOW STUFF 

Do the Liberals actually understand our energy flow?  It is not that difficult folks – just require 
some study and an acceptance of the facts.  In 2007, our energy flow looked like the following: 

 

This is an important chart folks – take the time to study and memorize.  There will be a test 
later on.  Some of future articles and comments regarding the energy crisis will refer to this 
“insies and outies” domestic energy chart. 

MY NOTE TO RUSH AND SEAN STUFF 

I know they’ve been using the moniker of “messiah” for Barack Hussein Obama but frankly I like 
“savior of socialism” better.  Sent a note to both Rush Limbaugh and Sean Hannity – note was 
as follows: 

…  

I know you have been referring to Barack Hussein Obama as the "messiah" - but 
personally on my blog I've been using "savior of socialism" 

If you like it, feel free to use - to me much more descriptive of his role with the 
radical left.  We spent countless lives and billions of dollars getting rid of the last 
great socialist state - the Soviet Union - and now we have folks that are trying to 
turn this country into one.   

Marx and Lenin have to be sitting on their burning coals laughing their arses off. 

Take care...I enjoy the show... 
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TIDBITS FROM THE “RELIGION OF PEACE” STUFF 

Let’s examine a bit more this “Religion of Peace” that Barack Hussein Obama – the savior of 
socialism – wants to sit down and negotiate with. 

Okay, off the top of my head – now pay attention Virginia – let me see… 

…oh yea… 

 8/6/2008 (Lafoole, Somalia) - Islamic radicals gun down the head of an orphanage.  

 8/6/2008 (Lashkar Gah, Afghanistan) - Religious extremists attack a police post, killing seven 
local officers.  

 8/6/2008 (Tirah, Pakistan) - Fighting breaks out between Islamic fundamentalist groups, 
leaving four dead.  

 8/6/2008 (Mosul, Iraq) - A suicide bomber kills a civilian and injures eleven more.  

 8/6/2008 (Baquba, Iraq) - Sixteen men kidnapped by Sunni extremists are found bound and 
executed.  

 8/6/2008 (Yala, Thailand) - A school principal is shot multiple times by Shahid while on his 
way home. 

What happened in July? 

 July 2008 Jihad Attacks: 200 

 Countries: 22 

 Religions: 5 

 Dead Bodies: 926 

 Critically Injured: 2075 

Okay, now for a word from the LLL (a.k.a. “the Liberal Lunacy Left”). You will say that we have 
murders in this country and the western world has its own problems.  Yes Ms. LLL but we 
KNOW we have these problems and try to do something about it.  Radical Islam endorses and 
often celebrates (ED: anybody remember the “dancing in the streets” post 9/11?) these 
atrocities.  It doesn’t matter what they do, I know the LLL will still defend radical Islam horrors 
as “freedom of expression”, so let’s not even go there boys and girls. 

SAVIOR OF SOCIALISM STARTS TO LAYOUT HIS MANIFESTO STUFF 

I wish Liberals wouldn’t argue with me, just admit tht Barack Hussein Obama – the savior of 
socialism – is about as far left as you can go and still utter somewhat coherent sentences and 
ask the fundamental question, “do we want to elect a self-proclaimed socialist?” 

That simple. 

As we get closer to the election it starts to become blatantly clear what Barack Hussein Obama 
– the savior of socialism – intends for the traditionally capitalistic republic of the United States. 

Case in point, this is from his speech recently and brought to you via Investor’s Business Daily. 

Capitalists, be scared, be very scared. 

…  
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Barack Obama's Stealth Socialism – Speech to the NAACP 

By INVESTOR'S BUSINESS DAILY | Posted Monday, July 28, 2008 4:20 PM PT  

Election '08: Before friendly audiences, Barack Obama speaks passionately about something 
called "economic justice." He uses the term obliquely, though, speaking in code — socialist 
code. 

During his NAACP speech earlier this month, Sen. Obama repeated the term at least four times. 
"I've been working my entire adult life to help build an 
America where economic justice is being served," he said at 
the group's 99th annual convention in Cincinnati. 

Democrat Barack Obama arrives in Washington on Monday. 
On the campaign trail, Obama has styled himself a centrist. 
But a look at those who've served as his advisers and mentors 
over the years shows a far more left-leaning tilt to his 
background — and to his politics. 

And as president, "we'll ensure that economic justice is 
served," he asserted. "That's what this election is about." 
Obama never spelled out the meaning of the term, but he 
didn't have to. His audience knew what he meant, judging 
from its thumping approval. 

It's the rest of the public that remains in the dark, which is 
why we're launching this special educational series. 

"Economic justice" simply means punishing the successful 
and redistributing their wealth by government fiat. It's a 
euphemism for socialism. 

In the past, such rhetoric was just that — rhetoric. But Obama's positioning himself with 
alarming stealth to put that rhetoric into action on a scale not seen since the birth of the 
welfare state. 

In his latest memoir he shares that he'd like to "recast" the welfare net that FDR and LBJ cast 
while rolling back what he derisively calls the "winner-take-all" market economy that Ronald 
Reagan reignited (with record gains in living standards for all). 

Obama also talks about "restoring fairness to the economy," code for soaking the "rich" — a 
segment of society he fails to understand that includes mom-and-pop businesses filing 
individual tax returns. 

It's clear from a close reading of his two books that he's a firm believer in class envy. He 
assumes the economy is a fixed pie, whereby the successful only get rich at the expense of the 
poor. 

Following this discredited Marxist model, he believes government must step in and redistribute 
pieces of the pie. That requires massive transfers of wealth through government taxing and 
spending, a return to the entitlement days of old. 
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Of course, Obama is too smart to try to smuggle such hoary collectivist garbage through the 
front door. He's disguising the wealth transfers as "investments" — "to make America more 
competitive," he says, or "that give us a fighting chance," whatever that means. 

Among his proposed "investments": 

  "Universal," "guaranteed" health care. 

 "Free" college tuition. 

 "Universal national service" (a la Havana). 

 "Universal 401(k)s" (in which the government would match contributions made by "low- and 
moderate-income families"). 

 "Free" job training (even for criminals). 

 "Wage insurance" (to supplement dislocated union workers' old income levels). 

  "Free" child care and "universal" preschool. 

 More subsidized public housing. 

 A fatter earned income tax credit for "working poor." 

 And even a Global Poverty Act that amounts to a Marshall Plan for the Third World, first and 
foremost Africa. 

His new New Deal also guarantees a "living wage," with a $10 
minimum wage indexed to inflation; and "fair trade" and "fair 
labor practices," with breaks for "patriot employers" who 
cow-tow to unions, and sticks for "nonpatriot" companies 
that don't. 

That's just for starters — first-term stuff. 

Obama doesn't stop with socialized health care. He wants to 
socialize your entire human resources department — from 
payrolls to pensions. His social-microengineering even 
extends to mandating all employers provide seven paid sick 
days per year to salary and hourly workers alike. 

You can see why Obama was ranked, hands-down, the most 
liberal member of the Senate by the National Journal. Some, 
including colleague and presidential challenger John McCain, 

think he's the most liberal member in Congress. 

But could he really be "more left," as McCain recently remarked, than self-described socialist 
Sen. Bernie Sanders (for whom Obama has openly campaigned, even making a special trip to 
Vermont to rally voters)? 

Obama's voting record, going back to his days in the Illinois statehouse, says yes. His career 
path — and those who guided it — leads to the same unsettling conclusion. 

The seeds of his far-left ideology were planted in his formative years as a teenager in Hawaii — 
and they were far more radical than any biography or profile in the media has portrayed. 

A careful reading of Obama's first memoir, "Dreams From My Father," reveals that his 
childhood mentor up to age 18 — a man he cryptically refers to as "Frank" — was none other 
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than the late communist Frank Marshall Davis, who fled Chicago after the FBI and Congress 
opened investigations into his "subversive," "un-American activities." 

As Obama was preparing to head off to college, he sat at 
Davis' feet in his Waikiki bungalow for nightly bull sessions. 
Davis plied his impressionable guest with liberal doses of 
whiskey and advice, including: Never trust the white 
establishment. 

"They'll train you so good," he said, "you'll start believing 
what they tell you about equal opportunity and the 
American way and all that sh**." 

After college, where he palled around with Marxist 
professors and took in socialist conferences "for 
inspiration," Obama followed in Davis' footsteps, becoming 
a "community organizer" in Chicago. 

His boss there was Gerald Kellman, whose identity Obama 
also tries to hide in his book. Turns out Kellman's a disciple 
of the late Saul "The Red" Alinsky, a hard-boiled Chicago 
socialist who wrote the "Rules for Radicals" and agitated for 
social revolution in America. 

The Chicago-based Woods Fund provided Kellman with his 
original $25,000 to hire Obama. In turn, Obama would later serve on the Woods board with 
terrorist Bill Ayers of the Weather Underground. Ayers was one of Obama's early political 
supporters. 

After three years agitating with marginal success for more welfare programs in South Side 
Chicago, Obama decided he would need to study law to "bring about real change" — on a large 
scale. 

While at Harvard Law School, he still found time to hone his organizing skills. For example, he 
spent eight days in Los Angeles taking a national training course taught by Alinsky's Industrial 
Areas Foundation. With his newly minted law degree, he returned to Chicago to reapply — as 
well as teach — Alinsky's "agitation" tactics. 

(A video-streamed bio on Obama's Web site includes a photo of him teaching in a University 
of Chicago classroom. If you freeze the frame and look closely at the blackboard Obama is 
writing on, you can make out the words "Power Analysis" and "Relationships Built on Self 
Interest" — terms right out of Alinsky's rule book.) 

Amid all this, Obama reunited with his late father's communist tribe in Kenya, the Luo, during 
trips to Africa. 

As a Nairobi bureaucrat, Barack Hussein Obama Sr., a Harvard-educated economist, grew to 
challenge the ruling pro-Western government for not being socialist enough. In an eight-page 
scholarly paper published in 1965, he argued for eliminating private farming and nationalizing 
businesses "owned by Asians and Europeans." 
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His ideas for communist-style expropriation didn't stop there. He also proposed massive taxes 
on the rich to "redistribute our economic gains to the benefit of all." 

"Theoretically, there is nothing that can stop the government from taxing 100% of income so 
long as the people get benefits from the government commensurate with their income which 
is taxed," Obama Sr. wrote. "I do not see why the government cannot tax those who have 
more and syphon some of these revenues into savings which can be utilized in investment for 
future development."  

Taxes and "investment" . . . the fruit truly does not fall far from the vine. 

(Voters might also be interested to know that Obama, the supposed straight shooter, does not 
once mention his father's communist leanings in an entire book dedicated to his memory.) 

In Kenya's recent civil unrest, Obama privately phoned the leader of the opposition Luo tribe, 
Raila Odinga, to voice his support. Odinga is so committed to communism he named his oldest 
son after Fidel Castro. 

With his African identity sewn up, Obama returned to Chicago and fell under the spell of an 
Afrocentric pastor. It was a natural attraction. The Rev. Jeremiah Wright preaches a Marxist 
version of Christianity called "black liberation theology" and has supported the communists in 
Cuba, Nicaragua and elsewhere.  

Obama joined Wright's militant church, pledging allegiance to a system of "black values" that 
demonizes white "middle classness" and other mainstream pursuits. 

(Obama in his first book, published in 1995, calls such values "sensible." There's no mention of 
them in his new book.) 

With the large church behind him, Obama decided to run for political office, where he could 
organize for "change" more effectively. "As an elected official," he said, "I could bring church 
and community leaders together easier than I could as a community organizer or lawyer." 

He could also exercise real, top-down power, the kind that grass-roots activists lack. Alinsky 
would be proud. 

Throughout his career, Obama has worked closely with a network of stone-cold socialists and 
full-blown communists striving for "economic justice." 

 

He's been traveling in an orbit of collectivism that runs from Nairobi to Honolulu, and on 
through Chicago to Washington. 
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Yet a recent AP poll found that only 6% of Americans would describe Obama as "liberal," let 
alone socialist. 

Public opinion polls usually reflect media opinion, and the media by and large have portrayed 
Obama as a moderate "outsider" (the No. 1 term survey respondents associate him with) who 
will bring a "breath of fresh air" to Washington. 

The few who have drilled down on his radical roots have tended to downplay or pooh-pooh 
them. Even skeptics have failed to connect the dots for fear of being called the dreaded "r" 
word. 

But too much is at stake in this election to continue mincing words. 

Both a historic banking crisis and 1970s-style stagflation loom over the economy. Democrats, 
who already control Congress, now threaten to filibuster-proof the Senate in what could be a 
watershed election for them — at both ends of Pennsylvania Avenue. 

A perfect storm of statism is forming, and our economic freedoms are at serious risk. 

Those who care less about looking politically correct than preserving the free-market 
individualism that's made this country great have to start calling things by their proper name to 
avert long-term disaster. 

 

DID YOU KNOW STUFF 

The top layer of a wedding cake, known as the groom's cake, traditionally is a fruit cake. That 
way it will save until the first anniversary.  

The German Kaiser Wilhelm II had a withered arm and often hid the fact by posing with his 
hand resting on a sword, or by holding gloves.  

The forward pass was created by the football team at Saint Louis University.  
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In every show that Tom Jones and Harvey Schmidt (The Fantasticks) wrote, there is at least one 
song about rain.  

A kind of tortoise in the Galapagos Islands has an upturned shell at its neck so it can reach its 
head up to eat cactus branches.  

The only city whose name can be spelled completely with vowels is Aiea, Hawaii, located 
approximately twelve miles west of Honolulu.  

Parthenogenesis is the term used to describe the process by which certain animals are able to 
reproduce themselves in successive female generations without intervention of a male of the 
species. At least one species of lizard is known to do so.  

Cats have over one hundred vocal sounds, while dogs only have about ten.  

The word "Checkmate" in chess comes from the Persian phrase "Shah Mat", which means "the 
king is dead".  

The ship, the Queen Elizabeth 2, should always be written as QE2. QEII is the actual queen.  

"Quisling" is the only word in the English language to start with "quis."  

ED: in case you were wondering 

Main Entry: quis·ling 

Pronunciation: \kwiz-liŋ\ 

Function: noun 

Usage: often attributive 

Etymology: Vidkun Quisling died 1945 Norwegian politician who collaborated with the Nazis 

Date: 1940 

All of the cobble stones that used to line the streets in New York were originally weighting 
stones put in the hulls of Belgian ships to keep an even keel.  

Nepal is the only country without a rectangular flag (it looks like two pennants glued on top of 
the other)  

Libya has the only flag which is all one color with no writing or decoration on it  

The only borough of New York City that isn't an island (or part of an island) is the Bronx.  

The 1957 Milwaukee Braves were the first baseball team to win the World Series after being 
relocated.  

The tune for the "A-B-C" song is the same as "Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star."  

When a coffee seed is planted, it takes five years to yield it's first consumable fruit.  

The common goldfish is the only animal that can see both infra-red and ultra-violet light. 

COMMUNIST MANIFESTO STUFF 

Okay, been referring to The Communist Manifesto written by Engels and Marx a lot of late. 
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Ever read it?  Interesting read folks and amazing how so many of its tenets are found in the 
Barack Hussein Obama – the savior of socialism – political platform. 

Essentially, this book establishes the value of socialism and then moves beyond that to define 
communism as a needed “next step” in the socialistic evolution. 

The Communist Manifesto has ten basic tenets: 

 Abolition of property in land and application of all rents of land to public purposes.  

 A heavy progressive or graduated income tax.  

 Abolition of all right of inheritance.  

 Confiscation of the property of all emigrants and rebels.  

 Centralization of credit in the hands of the State, by means of a national bank with State 
capital and an exclusive monopoly.  

 Centralization of the means of communication and transport in the hands of the State.  

 Extension of factories and instruments of production owned by the State; the bringing into 
cultivation of waste-lands, and the improvement of the soil generally in accordance with a 
common plan.  

 Equal liability of all to labour. Establishment of industrial armies, especially for agriculture.  

 Combination of agriculture with manufacturing industries; gradual abolition of the 
distinction between town and country, by a more equable distribution of the population 
over the country.  

 Free education for all children in public schools. Abolition of children's factory labour in its 
present form. Combination of education with industrial production 

Any of this sound familiar boys and girls?  Add national health care and you see elements of it in 
Obama’s speeches. 

Anyway, a short summary of The Communist Manifesto is as follows. 

The Communist Manifesto opens with the famous words "The history of all hitherto societies 
has been the history of class struggles," and proceeds in the next 41 pages to single-mindedly 
elaborate this proposition. In section 1, "Bourgeois and Proletarians," Marx delineates his vision 
of history, focusing on the development and eventual destruction of the bourgeoisie, the 
dominant class of his day. Before the bourgeoisie rose to prominence, society was organized 
according to a feudal order run by aristocratic landowners and corporate guilds. With the 
discovery of America and the subsequent expansion of economic markets, a new class arose, a 
manufacturing class, which took control of international and domestic trade by producing 
goods more efficiently than the closed guilds. With their growing economic powers, this class 
began to gain political power, destroying the vestiges of the old feudal society which sought to 
restrict their ambition. According to Marx, the French Revolution was the most decisive 
instance of this form of bourgeois self-determination. Indeed, Marx thought bourgeois control 
so pervasive that he claimed that "the executive of the modern State is but a committee for 
managing the common affairs of the whole bourgeoisie" . 

This bourgeois ascendancy has, though, created a new social class which labor in the new 
bourgeois industries. This class, the proletariat, "wage-laborers who, having no means of 
production of their own, are reduced to selling their labor power in order to live," are the 
necessary consequence of bourgeois modes of production . As bourgeois industries expand and 
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increase their own capital, the ranks of the proletariat swell as other classes of society, artisans 
and small business owners, cannot compete with the bourgeois capitalists. Additionally, the 
development of bourgeois industries causes a proportional deterioration in the condition of the 
proletariat. This deterioration, which can be slowed but not stopped, creates within the 
proletariat a revolutionary element which will eventually destroy their bourgeois oppressors. As 
Marx says, "What the bourgeoisie, therefore, produces, above all, is its own grave-diggers. Its 
fall and the victory of the proletariat are equally inevitable" .  

In Chapter 2, "Proletariats and Communists," Marx elaborates the social changes communists 
hope to effect on behalf of the proletariat. Marx notes firstly that the interests of communists 
do not differ from the interests of the proletariat as a class; they seek only to develop a class 
consciousness in the proletariat, a necessary condition of eventual proletariat emancipation. 
The primary objective of communists and the revolutionary proletariat is the abolition of 
private property, for it is 
this that keeps them 
enslaved. Bourgeois 
economics, i.e., capitalism, 
requires that the owners of 
the means of production 
compensate workers only 
enough to ensure their 
mere physical subsistence 
and reproduction. In other 
words, the existence of 
bourgeois property, or 
capital as Marx calls it, 
relies on its radically 
unequal distribution. The 
only way the proletariat can free itself from bourgeois exploitation is to abolish capitalism. In 
achieving this goal, the proletariat will destroy all remnants of bourgeois culture which act to 
perpetuate, if even implicitly, their misery. This includes family organization, religion, morality, 
jurisprudence, etc. Culture is but the result of specific material/economic conditions and has no 
life independent of these. The result of this struggle will be "an association in which the free 
development of each is the condition for the development of all" . 

Chapter 3, "Socialist and Communist Literature," encompasses Marx's discussion of the 
relationship between his movement and previous or contemporaneous socialist movements. In 
this chapter he repudiates these other movements for not fully understanding the significance 
of the proletarian struggle. They all suffer from at least one of 3 problems: 1) They look to 
previous modes of social organization for a solution to present difficulties. 2) They deny the 
inherent class character of the existing conflict. 3) They do not recognize that violent revolution 
on the part of the proletariat is the only way to eradicate the conditions of oppression. Only the 
Marxist communists truly appreciate the historical movement in which the antagonism 
between the proletariat and bourgeois is the final act. 

The final chapter, "Position of the Communists in Relation to the Various Opposition Parties," 
announces the communist intention to "everywhere support every revolutionary movement 
against the existing social and political order of things" . The communist contribution to this 
ongoing revolutionary discourse will be the raising of the property question, for any 
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revolutionary movement which does not address this question cannot successfully rescue 
people from oppression. As Marx thunders in conclusion, "Let the ruling classes tremble at a 
Communistic revolution. The proletarians have nothing to lose but their chains. They have a 
world to win. WORKING MEN OF ALL COUNTRIES, UNITE!". 

REALLY NEAT SCIENCE – ARTIFICIAL EYES STUFF 

Stretchable Silicon Camera Next Step To Artificial Retina 

The electronic-eye camera developed by 
researchers from the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign and Northwestern 
University. The array of pixels is visible 
through the magnified image created by the 
lens. (Credit: Beckman Institute, University of 
Illinois)ScienceDaily (Aug. 7, 2008) — Digital 
cameras have transformed the world of 
photography. Now new technology inspired by 
the human eye could push the photographic 
image farther forward by producing improved 
images with a wider field of view. By 
combining stretchable optoelectronics and 
biologically inspired design, scientists have 
created a remarkable imaging device, with a 
layout based on the human eye. 

As reported in the Aug. 7 issue of the journal Nature, researchers at the University of Illinois 
and Northwestern University have developed a high-performance, hemispherical "eye" camera 
using an array of single-crystalline silicon detectors and electronics, configured in a stretchable, 
interconnected mesh. 

The work opens new possibilities for advanced camera design. It also foreshadows artificial 
retinas for bionic eyes similar in concept to those in the movie "Terminator" and other popular 
science fiction. 

"Conformally wrapping surfaces with stretchable sheets of optoelectronics provides a practical 
route for integrating well-developed planar device technologies onto complex curvilinear 
objects," said John Rogers, the Flory-Founder Chair Professor of Materials Science and 
Engineering at Illinois, and corresponding author of the paper. 

"This approach allows us to put electronics in places where we couldn't before," Rogers said. 
"We can now, for the first time, move device design beyond the flatland constraints of 
conventional wafer-based systems." 

The camera's design is based on that of the human eye, which has a simple, single-element lens 
and a hemispherical detector. The camera integrates such a detector with a hemispherical cap 
and imaging lens, to yield a system with the overall size, shape and layout of the human eye. 

To make the camera, the researchers begin by molding a thin rubber membrane in the shape of 
a hemisphere. The rubber membrane is then stretched with a specialized mechanical stage to 
form a flat drumhead. 
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Next, a prefabricated focal plane array and associated electronics – created by conventional 
planar processing – are transferred from a silicon wafer to the tensioned, drumhead 
membrane. 

When the tension is released, the membrane returns to its original shape. This process 
compresses the focal plane array, causing specially designed electrical interconnects to 
delaminate from the rubber surface and form arcs, pinned on the ends by detector pixels. 
These deformations accommodate strains associated with the planar to hemispherical 
transformation, without stressing the silicon, as confirmed by mechanics modeling performed 
by researchers at Northwestern. 

The array package is then transfer printed to a matching hemispherical glass substrate. 
Attaching a lens and connecting the camera to external electronics completes the assembly. 
The camera has the size and shape of a human eye. 

Over the last 20 years, many research groups have pursued electronic eye systems of this 
general type, but none has achieved a working camera. 

"Optics simulations and imaging studies show that these systems provide a much broader field 
of view, improved illumination uniformity and fewer aberrations than flat cameras with similar 
imaging lenses," said Rogers, who also is a researcher at the Beckman Institute and at the 
university's Frederick Seitz Materials Research Laboratory. 

"Hemispherical detector arrays are also much better suited for use as retinal implants than flat 
detectors," Rogers said. "The ability to wrap high quality silicon devices onto complex surfaces 
and biological tissues adds very interesting and powerful capabilities to electronic and 
optoelectronic device design, with many new application possibilities." 

Funding was provided by the National Science Foundation and the U.S. Department of Energy. 

THIS IS TRUE STUFF 

Yes Virginia, the truth is often far stranger than fiction. 

Cases in point… 

JUNIOR'S FIRST WORDS WERE "POLITICALLY CORRECT": Britain's National  Children's Bureau has 
issued an alert that teachers must watch children  as young as three, and even babies, for signs 
of racism. Indications of  racist attitudes, according to the bureau's 366-page guide, include  
"name-calling, casual thoughtless comments and peer group  relationships," and such "racist" 
behavior should be reported, the  bureau says. Specific verboten behaviors include referring to 
others as  "those people", saying someone "smells", or toddlers who "react  negatively to a 
culinary tradition other than their own by saying  'yuk'." (London Telegraph) ...Yuk: those nanny 
state people smell. 

BURNING MONEY: The state lottery in Florida has an alluring twist in its  "Summer Cash" game: 
first prize is $250,000, but some players say they  would prefer the second prize: free gasoline 
for life. There is, of  course, a catch: the second-place winner gets 26 gas cards per year,  each 
valid for $100 worth of gas, until they die. To exceed the  $250,000 first prize, they would have 
to live more than 96 years, and  that doesn't even count the interest they could get on the 
$250,000 in  cash. (New York Times) ...Well, we already know lottery players are no  good at 
math. 
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TRAINING WHEELS: "I'm not sure why he wasn't more upset," said Galesburg,  Ill., fire 
department Capt. Dan Foley. He spotted a man in a  wheelchair, which was stuck in the railroad 
tracks at a crossing.  Everyone could hear a train coming, especially Maurice Fox, who was  
sitting in the chair. "It was a bad situation," Fox said afterward,  "knowing that my daughter just 
got hit by a train not too long ago."  His daughter was killed in that accident. Fox was on his way 
to a  grocery store to get a few things, but Foley, a passing sheriff's  deputy, and a passerby 
managed to get him free before the train  arrived, and Fox rolled onward. On his way home 
from the store, he got  stuck again in the exact same spot. (Galesburg Register-Mail) ...And as  
soon as we hear the train, we'll be over to help you. 

HEAD OUT FOR DINNER: A woman driving in Limestone County, Ala., saw a dog  and a goat on 
the side of the road, and stopped to see if they were  injured. They weren't, but she grabbed 
the goat and called for the  sheriff anyway. "When our deputy arrived on the scene she had a 
hold of  him and he was standing on the car," said Sheriff Mike Blakely. The  deputy knew how 
to handle a goat: he grabbed it by the horns and  escorted it to the back of his patrol car. The 
dog then jumped up on  the seat next to the animal, and the deputy "brought them both back  
here to the jail," Blakely said. "He said he got some weird looks from  people who noticed this 
goat in the back seat of his patrol car." The  dog was housed in the county pound, but as for the 
goat, "No one has  called yet to claim him," the sheriff said. "If we don't get a call on  it, we are 
going to eat that goat." (Athens News Courier) ...To  commemorate the Beijing Olympics, 
maybe he should serve it with a side  of dog.  

LETTER FROM A CUBAN ON “CHANGE” STUFF 

Each year I get to celebrate Independence Day twice. On June 30 I celebrate my independence 
day, and on July 4 I celebrate America's.  

This year is special, because it marks the 40th anniversary of my independence.  

On June 30, 1968, I escaped Communist Cuba, and a few 
months later, I was in the United States to stay. That I 
happened to arrive in Richmond on Thanksgiving Day is 
just part of the story, but I digress.  

I've thought a lot about the anniversary this year.  

The election-year rhetoric has made me think a lot about 
Cuba and what transpired there. In the late 1950s, most 
Cubans thought Cuba needed a change, and they were 
right. So when a young leader came along, every Cuban 
was at least receptive. When the young leader spoke 
eloquently and passionately and denounced the old 
system, the press fell in love with him. They  never 
questioned who his friends were or what he really 
believed in. When he said he would help the farmers and 
the poor and bring free medical care and education to all, 
everyone followed. When he said he would bring justice 
and equality to all, everyone said, "Praise the Lord."  
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And when the young leader said, "I will be for change and I'll bring you change"; everyone 
yelled, "Viva Fidel!"  

But nobody asked about the change, so by the time the executioner's guns went silent, the 
people's guns had been taken away.  

By the time everyone was equal, they were equally poor, hungry, and oppressed.  

By the time everyone received their free education, it was worth nothing.  

By the time the press noticed, it was too late, because they were now working for him.  

By the time the change was finally implemented, Cuba had been knocked down a couple of 
notches to Third-World status.  

By the time the change was over, more than a million people had taken to boats, rafts, and 
inner tubes. You can call those who made it ashore anywhere else in the world the most 
fortunate Cubans.  

And now I'm back to the beginning of my story. Luckily, we would never fall in America for a 
young leader who promised change without asking, what change? How will you carry it out? 
What will it cost America ?   

 "C H A N G E"   

  Would we?   

  Manuel Alvarez, Jr 

MORE DID YOU KNOW STUFF 

Linn's Stamp News is the world's largest weekly newspaper for stamp collectors.  

Tennessee is bordered by more states than any other. The eight states are Kentucky, Missouri, 
Arkansas, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, North Carolina and Virginia.  

Des Moines has the highest per capita Jello consumption in the U.S  

The Western-most point in the contiguous United States is Cape Alava, Washington.  

There are only three animals with blue tongues, the Black Bear, the Chow Chow dog and the 
blue-tongued lizard.  

The first fossilized specimen of Austalopithecus afarenisis was named Lucy after the 
palentologists' favorite song, Lucy in the Sky With Diamonds, by the Beatles.  

Pinocchio is Italian for "pine head."  

The geographical center of North America is near Rugby, North Dakota.  

The infinity sign is called a lemniscate.  

Hacky-sack was invented in Turkey.  

If you stretch a standard Slinky out flat it measures 87 feet long.  

There are six five words in the English language with the letter combination "uu." Muumuu, 
vacuum, continuum, duumvirate and duumvir, residuum.  
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The "Calabash" pipe, most often associated with Sherlock Holmes, was not used by him until 
William Gillette (an American) portrayed Holmes onstage. Gillette needed a pipe he could keep 
in his mouth while he spoke his lines.  

Most Americans' car horns beep in the key of F.  

Dirty Harry's badge number is 2211.  

The pupil of an octopus' eye is rectangular.  

The shortest French word with all five vowels is "oiseau" meaning bird.  

Camel's milk does not curdle.  

"Mr. Mojo Risin" is an anagram for Jim Morrison.  

The ball on top of a flagpole is called the truck.  

A person from the country of Nauru is called a Nauruan; this is the only palindromic nationality.  

The word "modem" is a contraction of the words "modulate, demodulate."  

Oliver Cromwell was hanged and decapitated two years after he had died.  

In the last 4000 years, no new animals have been domesticated.  

Iowa has more independent telephone companies than any other state.  

Many hamsters only blink one eye at a time.  

Hamsters love to eat crickets.  

The only "real" food that U.S. Astronauts are allowed to take into space is pecan nuts.  

The word "queueing" is the only English word with five consecutive vowels. 

THE SPOILED CHILDREN OF CAPITALISM STUFF 

This is a great article I read on www.patriotpost.us.  It gives a good overview of why we have 
liberals and Democrats.  These perpetual “whiners” don’t appreciate what they have and like a 
little kid no matter what you given them it isn’t enough and they want more. 

Anyway, sure seemed interesting at the time. 

+++  

The Spoiled Children Of Capitalism Stuff 

By Jonah Goldberg 

It’s an old story. Loving parents provide a generous environment for their 
offspring. Kids are given not only ample food, clothing and shelter, but the 
emotional necessities as well: encouragement, discipline, self-reliance, the 
ability to work with others and on their own. And yet, in due course, the 
kids rebel. Some even say their parents never loved them, that they were 
unfair, indifferent, cruel. Often, such protests are sparked by parents’ 
refusal to be even more generous. I want a car, demands the child. Work 
for it, insist the parents. Why do you hate me? asks the ingrate.  

http://www.patriotpost.us/
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Of course, being an old story doesn’t make it a universal one. But the dynamic is universally 
understood. 

We’ve all witnessed the tendency to take a boon for granted. Being accustomed to a provision 
naturally leads the human heart to consider that provision an entitlement. Hence the not-
infrequent lawsuits from prison inmates cruelly denied their rights to cable TV or apple brown 
betty for desert.  

And so it goes, I think, with capitalism generally. 

Capitalism is the greatest system ever created for alleviating general human misery, and yet it 
breeds ingratitude. 

People ask, “Why is there poverty in the world?” It’s a silly question. Poverty is the default 
human condition. It is the factory preset of this mortal coil. As individuals and as a species, we 
are born naked and penniless, bereft of skills or possessions. Likewise, in his civilizational 
infancy man was poor, in every sense. He lived in ignorance, filth, hunger and pain, and he died 
very young, either by violence or disease.  

The interesting question isn’t “Why is there poverty?” It’s “Why is there wealth?” Or: “Why is 
there prosperity here but not there?” 

At the end of the day, the first answer is capitalism, rightly understood. That is to say: free 
markets, private property, the spirit of entrepreneurialism and the conviction that the fruits of 
your labors are your own.  

For generations, many thought prosperity was material stuff: factories and forests, gold mines 
and gross tons of concrete poured. But we now know that these things are merely the fringe 
benefits of wealth. Stalin built his factories, Mao paved over the peasants. But all that truly 
prospered was misery and alienation. 

A recent World Bank study found that a nation’s wealth resides in its “intangible capital” — its 
laws, institutions, skills, smarts and cultural assumptions. “Natural capital” (minerals, croplands, 
etc.) and “produced capital” (factories, roads, and so on) account for less than a quarter of the 
planet’s wealth. In America, intangible capital — the stuff in our heads, our hearts and our 
books — accounts for 82 percent of our wealth.  

Any number of countries in Africa are vastly richer in baubles and soil than Switzerland. But 
they are poor because they are impoverished in what they value.  

In large measure our wealth isn’t the product of capitalism, it is capitalism.  

And yet we hate it. Leaving religion out of it, no idea has given more to humanity. The average 
working-class person today is richer, in real terms, than the average prince or potentate of 300 
years ago. His food is better, his life longer, his health better, his menu of entertainments vastly 
more diverse, his toilette infinitely more civilized. And yet we constantly hear how cruel 
capitalism is while this collectivism or that is more loving because, unlike capitalism, 
collectivism is about the group, not the individual.  

These complaints grow loudest at times like this: when the loom of capitalism momentarily 
stutters in spinning its gold. Suddenly, the people ask: What have you done for me lately? 
Politicians croon about how we need to give in to Causes Larger than Ourselves and peck about 
like hungry chickens for a New Way to replace dying capitalism.  
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This is the patient leaping to embrace the disease and reject the cure. Recessions are fewer and 
weaker thanks in part to trade, yet whenever recessions appear on the horizon, politicians dive 
into their protectionist bunkers. Not surprising that this week we saw the demise of the Doha 
round of trade negotiations, and this campaign season we’ve heard the thunder of anti-trade 
rhetoric move ever closer. 

This is the irony of capitalism. It is not zero-sum, but it feels like it is. Capitalism coordinates 
humanity toward peaceful, productive cooperation, but it feels alienating. Collectivism does the 
opposite, at least when dreamed up on paper. The communes and collectives imploded in 
inefficiency, drowned in blood. The kibbutz lives on only as a tourist attraction, a baseball 
fantasy camp for nostalgic socialists. Meanwhile, billions have ridden capitalism out of poverty.  

And yet the children of capitalism still whine. 

PROFOUND PHILOSOPHICAL PERSPECTIVE STUFF 

Over the years, I have engaged in considerable deep thought 
about (among other things): Our place in the universe, ancient 
civilizations, human migrations, international conflicts, local and 
world economics, ozone depletion, the human genome, cloning, 
pollution, racism, local and world politics, population growth, 
extinctions, natural disasters, the environment, health care, 
MySpace, human relations, the space-time continuum and other 
aspects of relativity, and other factors that affect mankind's 
struggle to exist.  

After all of that deep thought, I have arrived at this conclusion:  

When all is said and done, in spite of or because of what we may 
or may not do or think, it is just as likely as not that, for better or 
for worse, everything will turn out one way or another, sooner 
or later.  

KNOW YOUR ISLAM STUFF 

Folks, we’ve explored this before but it is worth bringing back again – especially since we have a 
Presidential candidate who wants to negotiate with any radical, mass-murdering, Islamic 
dictator on the planet (ED: although curiously enough he won’t meet with Sean Hannity, ahh, 
but I digress).   

I’ve studied Islam intently since 9/11 – just me, but trying to understand folks who are trying to 
kill me is just something I elected to do.  Anyway, there is an obvious split between the Sunni 
and Shi’a (or often referred to in the Western world as “Shiites”).   

However, of even more importance is the split within the Shi’a. The President of Iran is a 
“twelver.” Know what this means?  No, you should since they beleve the twelth prophet will 
come in a time of great calamity.   

Why is that important? 

Glad you asked. 
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The Twelvers believe that they NEED a great disaster to spark the emergence of this prophet.  
Want to drop several tactical nuclear weapons on them?  Hey, they would actually welcome 
that.  Like I said, important to understand folks, important to understand. 

The following is a good read. 

…  

The Differences in Islam 

By Orville Boyd Jenkins 

Religious Groupings  

Sunni  

The Sunni are so called because they believe that only the Sunna is authoritative for Islam. They 
accept Qur'anic Law--the "orthodox" foundations of Qur'an and Hadith and the Shari'a based 
on them. They accept no line of visible representatives in the line of Muhammad. Government 
is based on current interpretation and application of the Sunna. For the Sunnis, the term Imam 
is used for any prayer/worship leader in a local mosque. This may be any Muslim, not a 
hereditary leader.  

Shi'a  

This name comes from the phrase shi'at ¢Ali, meaning "the party of 'Ali." This was the group 
who supported' Ali as the Fourth Caliph (successor of Muhammad), and believed that it should 
be his descendants that succeeded as Caliphs after his death. Those who came to be known as 
the Sunni supported Mu'awiya of the Ummayad clan, who had opposed' Ali during his life, and 
who seized power at Ali's death, then declared that his son would be his successor. The Shi'a 
consider the Imams to be the visible representatives of Muhammad, who are supposed to be 
descendants of ' Ali.  

The Shi'as differ on who the rightful Imam is. Some believe the line of visible Imams stopped 
with a "hidden Imam." However, the hidden Imam does have visible representatives, who 
speak authoritatively to the umma (community of believers) to give interpretation and 
direction in the current situation.  

There was a conflict over the rightful Seventh Imam in A.D. 765. Some believe that Isma'il, 
rather than his brother Musa, (who were Fatimid Egyptians) was the true Seventh Imam. This 
group are called Isma'ilis or "Seveners." Some Isma'ilis believe that when Isma'il was reported 
to have died before his father, he was actually hidden, and will return as the Mahdi. Others 
believe he died, but his son Muhammad ibn-lsma'il, disappeared in India and will return as the 
Mahdi. Others continue numbering the successors of Isma'il as Imams.  

The Seveners suffered a major division in Egypt in 1094. One group followed Nizari and another 
Musta'li as Imam. Nizaris are found in Syria, and in East Africa they are represented in the Khoja 
Ismailis, followers of the Aga Khan (the 49th Imam, whose home is in France). This group has 
retained from their Indian heritage a belief in reincarnation.  

The Bohras are in the line following Musta'li, the younger son. The Bohras further believe that 
the 21st Imam was "taken into concealment," being represented now by "deputies." The 
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Bohras are Indian (Dawoodi) and Yemini (Sulaimani). Successive disputes over rightful 
successors have progressively divided the Shi'as into numerous groups with different Imams.  

Examples: Khoja, Dawoodi (Bohra), origins in India, many in East Africa  

Druze in Lebanon, Nusayris (Nizaris) in Syria, Egypt  

One group in the A.D. 765 dispute recognized the second son, Musa, of the sixth Imam, Jafar, as 
the true seventh Imam. This group believe that the line of visible Imams continued to the 
Twelfth Imam. They believe that the 8-year-old Imam Muhammad "disappeared" in A.D. 878 
and is in concealment until the end of time, when he will be revealed as the Mahdi. They are 
the Ithna 'Ashariyya (Ithnashari) or "Twelvers." The Ithnasharis have a visible representative to 
give authoritative guidance. In some areas these leaders are called Ayatollahs. This means "a 
word from God," coming from ayat (word) and Allah (God). Ithnashari Islam is the official 
religion in Iran and is the faith of the majority of Muslims in Iraq. Many Indian Ithnasharis live in 
East Africa.  

Examples: Iraq; Iran: Safawi dynasty (before the overthrow of the Shah)  

Revolutionary Iranian leadership  

Kenya Ithnasharis  

There are many additional groups of the Shi'as. One notable group is the Zaidites, who follow a 
different fifth Imam. The Zaidites maintained a ruling dynasty in Yemen from the 9th century 
until recently.  

Sufi  

The Sufis comprise a broad meditative mystical movement across Islam. As Sunnis, they believe 
in no mediator between God and the individual. They often have a sense of personal 
"conversion," with an emphasis on the individual's personal relationship to God. Sufis are 
prominent today in Somalia, Kenya, Egypt, North Africa and Turkey. I am told that most Somalis 
are associated with some Sufi order. Many Arabs in East Africa are identified with Sufi orders.  

Al-Hallaj was a major Sufi figure who modeled himself after Jesus, and was rejected by many of 
his own people because they said he had become a Christian (see The Path of Love). Much Sufi 
literature is in poetry. This is consistent with the meditative, personal worship orientation of 
the Sufis. One of the most famous was a Moorish poet, Muhiy ad-din ibn al 'Arabi, of Andalusia 
(southern Spain), writing in the twelfth century. Jalal ad-din ar-Rumi (Jalal of the religion of 
Rome), writing in the thirteenth century, is the most famous of the Persian mystic poets. Some 
Sufis have been great scholars. Abu Hamid al-Ghazali, a significant philosophical theologian, 
was a major Sufi figure.  

Some Muslim leaders do not like to use the term or classification "Sufi." This is because, first, 
they resist labels which tend to divide Islam. One administrator of a mosque known as a Sufi 
mosque, said to me, "We are not Sufi or any other name. We are all just Muslims." A second 
reason is that the term may carry a negative or uncertain connotation because of (1) the early 
historical rejection of Sufism's identification with Jesus or Christianity, and (2) the excesses of 
some Turkish and Egyptian orders (like the whirling dervishes).  
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Ahmaddiya 

This group believe the Mahdi/Messiah returned in the Indian Hazrat Ghulam Ahmed in 1835. 
They have a well-organized missionary society and publishing program worldwide. Ahmed 
claimed to be Jesus in another life as the returned Mahdi/Messiah. He meant to unite all true 
Muslims and Christians into the one true religion. He was rejected by both. Ahmaddiya world 
headquarters is in Lahore, Pakistan. Ahmaddiyas are refused permission to make the Hajj, 
because the Pakistan government has reported to Sa'udi officials that the Ahmaddiyas are not 
true Muslims.  

Political Systems 

Many different social and governmental systems are found in various Muslim countries. Here 
are just a few examples of the combinations of religious sect with political form.  

1. Sunni--Military: Sudan, Libya  

Royal: Saudi Arabia, Morocco, Jordan.  

2. Shi'a--Royal: Iran, under the Safawi Shah  

Old Fatimid dynasty of Egypt, Syria  

Hierarchical dictatorship: Revolutionary Iran under Khomeini  

Representative democracy (or parliamentary dictatorship): Iran under an Ayatollah with Majlis 
and a president  

3. Secular--Democratic dictatorship: Turkey, Egypt. Muslim, but non-"lslamic" politically. Both 
Turkey and Egypt have moved to systems more like full Western secular republics. Turkey has 
had full civilian constitutional rule since 1982. Syria's constitution declares Syria to be a Socialist 
State, but specifies that the president shall be a Muslim. 

…  

Boys and girls, unfortunately this stuff is becoming more important as some of the radical 
elements of these various sects want to subjugate or kill you.  So pay attention! 

F-16 VERSUS C-130 STUFF 

THERE IS A MORAL HERE! 

A C-130 was lumbering along when a cocky F-16 flashed by. 

The jet jockey decided to show off.  

The fighter jock told the C-130 pilot, 'watch this!' and promptly went into a barrel roll followed 
by a steep climb. He then finished with a sonic boom as he broke the sound barrier.  

The F-16 pilot asked the C-130 pilot what he thought of that?  

The C-130 pilot said, 'That was impressive, but watch this!'  
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The C-130 droned along for about 5 minutes and then the C-130 pilot came back on and said: 
'What did you think of that?'  

Puzzled, the F-16 pilot asked, 'What the heck did you 
do?'  

The C-130 pilot chuckled. 'I stood up, stretched my legs, 
walked to the back, went to the bathroom, then got a 
cup of coffee and a cinnamon bun.'  

When you are young and foolish - speed and flash may 
seem a good thing !!! 

When you get older and smarter - comfort and dull is 
not such a bad thing !!!  

Us old folks understand this one. 

YOU GOTTA LOVE OLD PEOPLE STUFF 

Thanks Roger 

Some folks would say this is slightly “off 
color” – you know, it may be, but I thought it 
was cute and so without any further adieu… 

…and besides you have to admire creativity 
wherever you find it 

 

…   

A farmer stopped by the local mechanic shop 
to have his truck fixed. They couldn't do it 
while he waited, so he said he didn't live far 
and would just walk home. 

 On the way home he stopped at the 
hardware store and bought a bucket and a 
gallon of paint. He then stopped by the feed 
store and picked up a couple of chickens and 
a goose.  

However, struggling outside the store he now 
had a problem - how to carry his entire 
purchases home. While he was scratching his 
head he was approached by a little old lady 
who told him she was lost. She asked, 'Can 
you tell me how to get to 1603 Mockingbird 
Lane ?'  

The farmer said, 'Well, as a matter of fact, my farm is very close to that house I would walk you 
there but I can't carry this lot.'  
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The old lady suggested, 'Why don't you put the can of paint in the bucket. Carry the bucket in 
one hand, put a chicken under each arm and carry the goose in your other hand?'  

'Why thank you very much,' he said and proceeded to walk the old girl home. On the way he 
says 'Let's take my short cut and go down this alley. We'll be there in no time.'  

The little old lady looked him over cautiously then said, 'I am a lonely widow without a husband 
to defend me.. How do I know that when we get in the alley you won't hold me up against the 
wall, pull up my skirt, and have your way with me?'  

The farmer said, 'Holy smokes lady! I'm carrying a bucket, a gallon of paint, two chickens, and a 
goose. How in the world could I possibly hold you up against the wall and do that?'  

The old lady replied, 'Set the goose down, cover him with the bucket, put the paint on top of 
the bucket, and I'll hold the chickens.'  

JULIE ANDREWS TURNS 50 AND SINGS A GREAT ONE STUFF 

Julie Andrews Turns 69, this is hysterical    

To commemorate her birthday, actress/vocalist, Julie Andrews 
made a special appearance at Manhattan’s Radio City Music Hall 
for the benefit of the AARP.  

One of the musical numbers she performed was 'My Favorite 
Things'  from the legendary movie 'Sound Of Music'.   Here are 
the lyrics she used:  

…  

(Sing It!)  - If you sing it, it’s especially hysterical!!!  

   

Botox and nose drops and needles for knitting, 

Walkers and  handrails and new dental fittings,  

Bundles of magazines tied up in string, 

   These are a few of my favorite things.  

 

Cadillacs and cataracts, hearing aids and glasses, 

Polident and Fixodent and false teeth in glasses, 

Pacemakers, golf carts and porches with swings, 

   These are a few of my favorite things  

 

When the pipes leak, When the bones creak, 

  When the knees go bad,  

I simply remember my favorite things, 
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      And then I don't feel so bad.  

 

Hot tea and crumpets and corn pads for bunions, 

No spicy hot food or food cooked with onions,  

Bathrobes and heating pads and hot meals they bring,  

     These are a few of my favorite things.  

 

Back pain, confused brains and no need for sinnin',  

Thin bones and fractures and hair that is thinnin',   

And we won't mention our short shrunken frames,  

   When we remember our favorite things.  

 

When the joints ache, When the hips break, 

      When the eyes grow dim, 

  Then I remember the great life I've had,  

       And then I don't feel so bad.  

…  

 

Ms. Andrews received a standing ovation from the crowd that lasted over four minutes and 
repeated encores.  

A LITTLE POETRY JUST BECAUSE STUFF 

Sometimes you really need to have a little poetry – just to soothe the soul and relax the 
synapses. 

That said, from my perspective no one soothes my poetic soul better than the Bard himself. 

From Hamlet in case you didn’t know. 

…and I’ll reiterate folks, you simply can’t enjoy Shakespeare without reading it aloud… 

…trust me on this one… 

…if you have to go into a closet, a bathroom, somewhere where you feel you can read aloud 
and not be embarassed and… 

…simply read…Shakespeare had a talent that may never be repeated in our species of writing 
words that sound like song when read aloud…no Virginia, people often think that Victorian 
England spoke this way because they hear it in Shakespeare and that is simply not the case.  
The arrangment and cadence of the dialogue is entirely Will’s…enjoy… 

… 
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To be, or not to be: that is the question:  

Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer   

The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, 

Or to take arms against a sea of troubles,  

And by opposing end them? To die: to sleep;  

No more; and by a sleep to say we end  

The heart-ache and the thousand natural shocks  

That flesh is heir to, 'tis a consummation  

Devoutly to be wish'd. To die, to sleep;  

To sleep: perchance to dream: ay, there's the rub;  

For in that sleep of death what dreams may come  

When we have shuffled off this mortal coil,  

Must give us pause: there's the respect  

That makes calamity of so long life;  

For who would bear the whips and scorns of time,  

The oppressor's wrong, the proud man's contumely, 

The pangs of despis'd love, the law's delay,   

The insolence of office and the spurns  

That patient merit of the unworthy takes, 

When he himself might his quietus make  

With a bare bodkin? who would fardels bear,  

To grunt and sweat under a weary life,   

But that the dread of something after death, 

The undiscover'd country from whose bourn  

No traveller returns, puzzles the will  

And makes us rather bear those ills we have  

Than fly to others that we know not of?  

Thus conscience does make cowards of us all; 

And thus the native hue of resolution  

Is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought, 

And enterprises of great pitch and moment 

With this regard their currents turn awry,   

And lose the name of action.-- Soft you now! 

The fair Ophelia! Nymph, in thy orisons  

Be all my sins remember'd. 

… 

Ahhhh, that did feel good didn’t it! 
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FINAL THOUGHT STUFF 

Random Thoughts (as if I have any other)… 

…Steve Forbert…love his music…great music, especially love the lyrics to “The Only Normal 
People”…check him out…thank me later… 

…sorry to see what is happening with Brett Favre and the Green Bay Packers…Brett’s legacy was 
already established when he retired last year…and then the winter and the thinking and the 
remembering…and alas he is like so many other great athletes who simply can’t walk away… 

…good trivia contest when you are sitting around with your buds and Buds and need something 
to discuss…name ten athletes of any sport who left in their prime on their own accord and not 
because of injuries… 

…hmmm…. 

…Golf – Bobby Jones, Bryon Nelson 

…Football – Jim Brown, Barry Sanders 

…Tennis – Born Bjorg 

…Baseball – man, simply can’t come up with one here 

…Basketball – Jordon the first time around and maybe even the second time around but with 
this third “career” he is disqualified…can’t think of anyone else. 

…Hockey – don’t follow this sport enough to know, any thoughts? Gretzky maybe? 

…anyway, good conversation topic… 

…hey, quick question, how many followers of Barack Hussein Obama – the savior of socialism – 
does it take to change a light bulb?... 

…ANSWER: what in the hell are you doing changing a light bulb?  We will tell you when it needs 
changing and when it does need changing you will pay the government for changing everyone 
else’s light bulb and If the government deems it is appropriate they will come in and change it 
for you…got it! 

…”tabloid trash” is what John  Edwards called rumors he was having an affair with a California 
woman…????.... 

…now we not only find out it is true, we find out that… 

…the affair was true… 

…his wife and kids have known about it for some time… 

…oh, and the kid she had is February with no father listed on the Birth Certificate is not 
Edwards but his campaign staffer – man, I’ve heard about guys borrowing tools like a chainsaw 
or air compressor but never a mistress… 

…oh well, not in my job description to judge – life got a lot easier when I figured out that 
someone else was in control of that particular activity… 

…nonetheless, it does provide yet more empirical evidence that so much of politics is about 
image and therefore lies are part and parcel of the game… 
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…that is why I found it interesting the other day when the New York Times – you know, that 
bastion of independent and intellectual thought – referred to Barack Hussein Obama’s (ED: of 
the “savior of socialism” moniker) following as “fans”…not “supporters” but fans…further 
supporting the argument is that he is not a Presidential Candidate he is a celebrity of rock star 
stature… 

…last night sitting at the dock had a chance to see the Space Station go across the sky…just 
when we get caught up in the lunacy of Barack Hussein Obama – the savior of socialism – 
running for President…John Edwards lying to us about his mistress (ED: though apparently he 
gets a Good Citizenship smiley face for sharing her with his campaign manager)…high fuel 
prices…etc., etc., etc., …we are reminded that Man has gone beyond the bounds of this Earth to 
do great things… 

…we HAVE put a man on the moon…we’ve sent satellites to the further reaches of our Solar 
System and now we have a semi-permanent residence in space above us… 

…we’ve talked in the past about my interest in space, astronomy, the “out there” region 
before…yep, remember I was an amateur Astronomer growing up as a kid and had an 
appointment to the U.S. Air Force Academy to study astrophysics and fly jets…alas, my eyes 
were never going to let me fly (ED: this is long before Lasik procedures) so I turned it down, got 
married and went into Engineering, Computers, and later the Business World…nonetheless, I 
still love reading about space…still read text books on the various topics…read science fiction, 
my favorite reading genre…watch every Sci-Fi movie that comes out…I love space and only wish 
that I was born 300 years later so I could get a chance to go and set foot on Mars… 

…Space is important for us folks for several reasons… 

…first, mankind needs a greater goal that goes beyond political factions and geographic borders 
– there must be a “greater calling”… 

…secondly, we must establish living capabilities on other balls of rock if we are to grow and 
expand as a species…remember the Koi in a pond?  They grow to the size appropriate for the 
pond…mankind doesn’t…it simply has conflicts so that those with less try to get what those 
with more have… 

…thirdly, we’ve spent 50,000 years struggling out of the caves and this could be wiped out in an 
instance if another asteroid of dinosaur-killing size collided with the Earth again… 

…I believe that further space exploration and advances are a societal imperative… 

…Robert Heinlein, the celebrated Science Fiction author once said… 

"The Earth is just too small and fragile a basket for the human race to keep all its eggs in." 

Another favorite Science Fiction author of mine, Larry Niven, said… 

"The dinosaurs became extinct because they didn't have a space program. And if we become 
extinct because we don't have a space program, it'll serve us right!" 

…gee, I feel better already talking about Space rather having to continue to drum up facts about 
an unqualified celebrity who happens to be running for the most powerful position in the free – 
as of yet, prior to any major socialism influences – world… 

…listening to James Blunt – he of the mega-hit “You’re Beautiful” of several years ago…listening 
to his latest album “All the Lost Souls”…good sound…good lyrics…great beats… 
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…my wife doesn’t like Opera…the other day we were driving home in the morning…coming 
through the trees…nice little north Georgia winding road… and I put on some Bocelli…that 
didn’t last long…She can’t stand Jazz or Opera… 

…LOL…W.H. Auden – the English-born American Poet, Dramatist, and Editor once said about 
opera… 

      “No good opera plot can be sensible, for people do not sing when they are feeling 
sensible.” 

…all I know is I enjoy Opera – it lifts the soul in a way that few other things in this mortal world 
can… 

…If you haven’t sat in quiet room and listened to Mozart’s Requiem – just once – your life is less 
full than it could be…in my humble opinion… 

…Bernie Mac – of “Ocean’s Eleven” and many other film fame – died…really enjoyed his work 
and love what he brought to the screen… 

…life is fleeting isn’t it folks? Yesterday is a memory, Tomorrow is a promise – all you have is the 
reality of today, this moment…how many folks will get up today and not realize that they won’t 
be resting their head on a pillow tonight?  It happens all too frequently as you get older and 
those around you in your social circles or cultural generation succumb to the sobering thought 
that life is fragile, random, and not something in our control… 

…whoops, wanted to end on a high note… 

…did you hear this one? 

Q. What do Obama and Osama have in common? 

A. They both have friends who bombed the Pentagon. 

…LOL… 

Should mention that Sunday, 10 Aug, is my 34th wedding anniversary…yep, actually found 
someone who has put up with me for that long…seriously, she is the best of me and I love her 
today more than when we first were married…Leezy, Happy Anniversary my Love! 

…okay, with that I’m outta here – don’t have my grandkids this weekend so it is just my bride 
and I…getting ready to face another week…or another day…or another minute…whatever, face 
another trip around the sun on this third ball of rock 

 

Reflectively Yours, 

Don 

EXPLANATORY – YET POIGNANT - DISCLAIMER 

For those new to this mailing, this Stuff memo is an ongoing email that I periodically send out 
for no other reason than to synthesize all the "stuff" I read as well as express my views on the 
world in general and life in specific.  

It serves as an intellectual catharsis, an emotional catholicon, and a spiritual revivification.  
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Bottom line, this is simply the way that I soothe the synapses.  If you decide you don’t want to 
receive, simply reply with a “Thank You, No Thank You” and you’ll be removed from the mailing 
list. 


